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Question: 1
For which use case is a product variant appropriate? (1)
A. The product manager defines a localized variation of a product for each country-specific Web site
B. The customer selects each component of a bundle from a list of available products
C. The product manager defines new product attributes based on the product's location in the
category hierarchy
D. The customer selects the fabric of a product being added to the cart

Answer: D
Question: 2
What is an SAP AddOn? (1)
A. A commerce extension that provides optional functionality, such as behavioral targeting,
vouchers, Solr faceted search, or subscriptions
B. A set of Java libraries, distributed as a JAR file, used to call external service providers, such as
payment, tax, or fraud service providers.
C. A type of extension that allows you to extend SAP Commerce accelerator functionality, such as
sharing on a social network
D. A type of extension running on a separate framework that provides specialized backend
functionality and connects with SAP through RESTful Web services

Answer: C
Question: 3
What does SAP Commerce use out-of-the-box to import product data? (3)
A. Data Hub
B. SAP Integration APIs
C. ImpEx
D. SmartEdit
E. SAP Process Integration

Answer: A, B, C
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Question: 4
Which calculations are performed by the SAP Commerce price factory? (3)
A. Promotion calculation
B. Discount calculation
C. Coupon calculation
D. Price calculation
E. Tax calculation

Answer: B, D, E
Question: 5
Out-of-the-box, what changes can occur when a bundle component is added to a customer's cart in
the telco accelerator? (3)
A. A customer becomes eligible for one or more promotions
B. New product categories appear on the storefront
C. The prices of other bundle components change
D. The bundle product image is updated
E. Other bundle components become available

Answer: C, D, E
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